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ABSTRACT: Tornadoes cause billions of dollars in damage and over 100 fatalities on average annually. Yet, an indirect

cost to these storms is found in lost sales and/or lost productivity from responding to over 2000 warnings per year. This

project responds to theWeatherResearch and Forecasting InnovationAct of 2017,H.R. 353, which calls for the use of social

and behavioral science to study and improve stormwarning systems.Our goal is to provide an analysis of cost avoidance that

could accrue from a change to the warning paradigm, particularly to include probabilistic hazard information at storm

scales. A survey of nearly 500 firms was conducted in and near the Dallas–Fort Worth metropolitan area asking questions

about experience with tornadoes, sources of information for severe weather, expected cost of responding to tornado

warnings, and how the firmwould respond to either deterministic or probabilistic warnings.We find a dramatic change from

deterministic warnings compared to the proposed probabilistic and that a probabilistic information system produces annual

cost avoidance in a range of $2.3–$7.6 billion (U.S. dollars) compared to the current deterministic warning paradigm.

KEYWORDS: Social Science; Probability forecasts/models/distribution; Societal impacts

1. Introduction

Tornadoes are among nature’s most powerful storms,

sometimes causing notable destruction to property and lives

when they occur. Over the last 10 years, Munich RE reports

that in North America tornadoes and thunderstorms average

$26 billion (U.S. dollars) in annual normalized total losses,

adjusted for changes in prices, wealth and population (Munich

RE 2020). Over the same period, casualties have averaged 113

fatalities and 1265 injuries per year (SPC Archive 2020). It is

little wonder that when a tornado warning is issued, people

may choose to interrupt their activities to take shelter and

protect property. Responding to the warning of a potentially

deadly storm is the right thing to do, but decision-makers may

also note that warning response carries an opportunity cost as it

requires people and businesses to forgo leisure and productive

activities. When the false alarm rate of 70% is considered, that

cost is amplified (Brooks and Correia 2018).

The National Weather Service (NWS) has altered protocols

to address the cost. In 2007, the geography of warnings was

changed from county based to storm based warnings. This

change alone reduced the implicit cost of warnings by 56%

(Simmons and Sutter 2011). Another potential change holds the

promise of reducing cost further by providing tornado warnings

alongside probabilistic information regarding the likelihood

that a storm may produce a tornado, rather than a simple de-

terministic forecast (Rothfusz et al. 2018). This paradigm shift

could carry economic consequences in a new form; rather than

altering warning practices explicitly, which could carry both

benefits and costs (Brooks and Correia 2018) and continue to

force forecasters to make one warning decision that suits the

personal safety needs of all their users, probabilistic hazard in-

formation would offer additional context to warnings and po-

tentially allow users to optimize decisions based on their own

risk tolerance. In this way, the societal burden of warning deci-

sions (e.g., the cost of responding to repeated false alarms) could

be reduced as individuals have more information at their dis-

posal. Additionally, probabilistic hazard information is envi-

sioned to extendwell beyond the typicalwarning timeline, which

could expand the horizon of response options.

This paper is part of the Tornado Warning Improvement

and Extension Program that was authorized by the Weather

Research and Forecasting Innovation Act of 2017, H.R. 353.

Our goal is to examine how firms currently respond to tornado

warnings and how response could change if given warnings that

utilize probabilities. Using data collected from a survey ad-

ministered to nearly 500 firms in the Dallas–Fort Worth

Metropolitan Area, we compare the cost and response rates

between the current deterministic and proposed probabilistic

systems to determine if cost avoidance can be expected.

We begin with a literature review in section 2 that discusses a

cost–lossmodelwhich forms the basis of our analysis.Our survey

providing data for the analysis is discussed in section 3. Section 4

outlines our methodology while section 5 provides our results.

Section 6 conducts a sensitivity analysis to show how results

change when inputs are allowed to vary, and section 7 concludes

with a short discussion on the implications of our findings.
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2. Literature review

Our approach is an adaptation of a classic decision analysis

problem. These types of decisions have been utilized in

weather applications since the 1950s. Thompson (1952) pro-

vided the basis for a simple decision framework for forecasters

in a 2 3 2 matrix where forecasts of inclement weather are

compared to observed weather; this is commonly referred to

as a contingency table in forecast evaluation (Doswell et al.

1990). The cells within this matrix represent frequencies be-

tween the forecasts and observations for ‘‘Weather’’ or ‘‘No

Weather’’ occurrence of a critical weather event. Table 1

provides a simple illustration:

In the same paper Thompson also provides a simple decision

rule for taking protective action, commonly referred to as the

decision threshold. If the probabilityPof observing a critical event

exceeds the cost C of protective actions divided by potential loss

L, protective measures should be taken as shown in Eq. (1):

P.C/L . (1)

This approach was broadened in the 1970s by generalizing the

model to include situations where protection not only com-

pletely eliminates the loss as suggested by Thompson but

rather could be used when the loss could be reduced or elim-

inated (Murphy 1976). Further this generalizedmodel could be

usedmore widely. An example of the refinedmatrix is shown in

Table 2.

Our approach is to estimate the potential economic benefits

of a probabilistic information paradigm. We adapt Table 2

from Murphy and set the decision-maker to be a firm that re-

ceives the warning.

In Table 3, C is the cost a firm suffers responding to a severe

weather warning. Firms incur the response cost every time they

actively respond regardless of whether a tornado occurs. The

loss L is preventable loss firms incur for not responding to a

warning when a severe weather event occurs. The bottom right

cell is 0, which comes from a firm not responding and an event

not occurring.

Preventable lossesL are assets that could be protected when

the firm actively responds to the threat with sufficient time to

protect some assets. In a survey, described in section 3, we elicit

response cost from firms, in addition to responses they would

take at different probability levels. To estimate preventable

loss, we use the relationship between the probability at which

the firm took actions of different kinds and the firm’s response

cost. Equation (2) is our adaptation of Eq. (1) and shows the

relationship between probability, cost, and preventable loss

(Thompson and Brier 1955; Richardson 2000; Murphy et al.

1985; Katz 1993):

probability of severe weather event

5 response cost/preventable loss . (2)

Equation (2) rearranged, finds preventable loss, as shown in

Eq. (3). To suspend operations has a cost in terms of lost sales

and/or lost productivity. Understandably, firms are reluctant to

suspend operations unless the events are quite likely, has high

potential preventable loss, and/or suspending operations is not

very costly. For some firms with high response costs and high

preventable losses, the probability of the tornado occurring

may be a critical decision factor:

preventable loss

5 response cost/probability of the severe weather event.

(3)

This formulation for preventable loss in combination with the

firm’s revealed response cost will form the basis of our meth-

odology outlined in section 4.

3. Data

Data for the study come from a survey of firms conducted

during spring/summer 2019 (Howard et al. 2021, manuscript

submitted to Wea. Climate Soc.). The purpose was to examine

firms’ likely responses to traditional tornado warnings and

probabilistic information. Survey questions asked firms to

describe their industry, experience with severe weather,

their approach to responding, and the cost of responding to

severe weather warnings. Distribution of the survey was

through Chambers of Commerce in and near the Dallas–

Fort Worth (DFW) Metropolitan area. We chose this

area, for our ability to network directly with the Chambers

of Commerce and facilitate survey distribution, eliciting

a strong response from the local business community.

Notably, firms are densely populated within the area, and

North Texas has significant experience with damaging tor-

nadoes. For example, in October 2019, a series of tornadoes

TABLE 2. Cost–loss matrix.

Forecast

Weather Outcome

Adverse

weather

No adverse

weather

Observed Protect C C

Do not protect L 0

TABLE 3. Cost–loss matrix.

Forecast

Weather Outcome

Tornado hits False alarm

Observed Active C C

Passive L 0

TABLE 1. Cost–loss matrix.

Forecast

Weather Outcome

No weather Weather

Observed No weather a b

Weather c d
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with ratings up to EF3 affected the highly populated area of

North Dallas destroying homes but also a church and two

schools. Also, the region is growing quickly. According to

Forbes, in 2018, the DFW Metro area was the third-fastest-

growing region in the country.1

To generate valid measures of firm behavior for later use

in the survey, a focus group was convened. The focus group

was made up of nine local business owners, emergency

coordinators, and security staff—all related to the process

of emergency management for their respective firms. In

December 2018 they gathered at the county courthouse

with the help of the Grayson County Office of Emergency

Management. Focus group members began with a similar

survey to the one ultimately used. After completion of their

survey, we conducted a group discussion on survey ques-

tions and how best to present the survey to our intended list

of participants.

The most important contribution of the focus group was to

calibrate a behavior ranking scale shown in Fig. 1. This scale

provides a range of activities firms may take in advance of

severe weather. As far as we are aware, this scale is the first

attempt to document a range of firm behaviors taken during a

tornado warning. Our focus group ranked each behavior al-

lowing us to categorize a firm’s overall response as passive or

active. The range for the scale was from 1 to 10 with the order

of ‘‘most passive’’ (1) to ‘‘most active’’ (10) actions. As an

example, a score of 7, Advising personnel, patients, clients,

customers to stay away from windows, represents a firm taking

more active action than a score of 3,Wait for the siren to go off.

Finally, the focus group chose actions above 5 as the cutoff

for active responses to the warning that would incur cost

to the firm.

Using a scale provides a standardized method to measure

and compare behaviors under different scenarios.

The survey instrument began with background questions

about the specific firm, its size, and staff training for severe

weather. Along with these questions, the survey asked what

sources firms use to receive severe weather information.

Finally, the survey posed several scenarios to businesses and

documented all actions they would take in each scenario; those

scenarios included a current deterministic warning, and prob-

abilistic forecasts of tornado occurrence at 25%, 50%, 75%,

and 100% levels. Ultimately, the responses to probabilistic

information are compared to the current deterministic

warning.

To estimate economic consequences of a change from a

deterministic to a probabilistic system we need to know the

cost firms incur to respond and the response rate. Response

cost comes from lost sales and/or lost productivity by

responding to the potential threat. Our survey asked firms to

estimate, in ranges, this cost. Survey respondents could

choose from four ranges, less than $10,000, between $10,000

and $50,000, between $50,000 and $150,000, and more than

$150,000.

Since not all firms respond the same way, we also need to

estimate a response rate that can be applied generally. For each

scenario, firms were asked to choose up to five actions they

would take; the actions were presented in random order. The

first scenario presented was a deterministic warning where no

probabilities are provided. This type of warning is binary, a

firm is either in the warned area or it is not. Deterministic

warnings are the current protocol, and survey respondents

were provided the warning in Fig. 2.

Probabilistic information was given next. Rather than

binary, this information provides more detail about just how

likely the location of the firm was to be affected by a tor-

nado. Warning scenarios were presented in a mixed order so

as to avoid ordering effects: 50%, 100%, 75%, and finally

25%. The probabilistic section of the survey contained the

same questions as the deterministic section. However, the

warning information presented was different. Figure 3

shows a simple prototype for the probabilistic warning

information, which gives a polygon along with a dot rep-

resenting the location of the firm and a brief descrip-

tion above.

We define a firm as actively responding to the warning if the

average of their chosen responses exceeds 5 on the behavior

scale. Activities from 6 to 10 are those that require a firm to

take some action in response to the warning. By using an av-

erage above 5, the firm has chosen several of the more active,

and thus expensive actions.

4. Methods

Recall that a tornado warning creates a response cost to the

firm since operations stop temporarily. This cost is in the form

of lost sales and/or lost productivity. Deciding to respond is

based on the safety of customers and employees but also on

FIG. 1. Behavioral ranking scale.

FIG. 2. Deterministic warning.

1 https://www.forbes.com/sites/samanthasharf/2018/02/28/full-

list-americas-fastest-growing-cities-2018/#d8836707febf.
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protecting assets from potential damage. Expected prevent-

able loss is damage that could be prevented by a responding

firm. Equation (4) shows the expected warning cost for each

warning scenario:

expected warning cost5 expected cost (^)1 expected preventable loss (#) ,

^expected response cost5weighted average response cost3 response rate %,

#expected preventable loss5 potential loss3nonresponse frequency %3prob of occurrence3 strike rate: (4)

Ourmethod brings together several elements to estimate the

two pieces necessary to arrive at expected warning cost.

Figure 4 provides a flowchart illustrating our process. Next, we

calculate each piece of the equation, starting with expected

response cost, using data from survey responses.

a. Expected response cost

As Eq. (5) indicates, expected response cost is calculated

from two elements: weighted average response cost, howmuch

it costs an average U.S. firm to respond, and response rate, the

FIG. 3. Probabilistic warning.

FIG. 4. Flowchart.
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frequency which firms report taking significant/cost-bearing re-

sponse actions:

expected response cost

5weighted average response cost3 response rate: (5)

1) WEIGHTED AVERAGE RESPONSE COST

The survey asked firms to estimate the cost to alter op-

erations in response to a severe weather warning. As stated

in section 3, answer choices for these firms were in ranges of

values, less than $10,000, between $10,000 and $50,000, be-

tween $50,000 and $150,000, and more than $150,000. We

use the midpoint value of the first three answer choices

($5,000, $30,000, and $100,000). The last answer choice was

$150,0001, so for that range, we use the lower bound of

$150,000.

Another piece of data was the size of the surveyed firms.

Firms responding to the survey were larger than the na-

tional average. To estimate an accurate representation of

firms’ costs, we stratified the sample ex-post. Data gath-

ered from U.S. Census for the top 21 tornado states

showed 75% of firms have 0–10 employees (small), 20%

have 10–100 employees (medium), and 5% have over 100

employees (large) (U.S. Census Bureau 2016). Firms from

our survey are placed in these strata based on their size.

We calculated the average cost to respond for each stra-

tum, then multiplied by the strata weight to arrive at a

weighted national average response cost. Table 4 shows

the results.

2) RESPONSE RATE

The response rate is the number of firms that took active

action in each scenario. For each scenario, firms were

asked to choose up to five actions they would take in re-

sponse to the information presented. Those answers are

placed on the behavior ranking scale outlined in section 3.

Taking the mean of those responses we arrive at an aver-

age response for each firm. If the average was greater than

5, that firm is counted as actively responding to the in-

formation. Recall that 5 was a cutoff point indicated by the

focus group as beginning to incur response cost. Thus, if

the average response lies beyond 5, we are assured firms

are taking actions that are cost-bearing on the whole.

Next, we use the number of firms that take active action

and divide it by the total number of firms to calculate the

response rate for each scenario. Table 5 shows the calcu-

lated response rate for each probability level and for the

deterministic warning scenario.

3) CALCULATION

Estimated response cost for each scenario is shown in

Table 5. As an example, at 25% probability, 19% of firms take

active action, and therefore 19% is multiplied by the average

response cost ($12,930.44) to arrive at the expected response

cost per firm of $2,678.45.

Calculations are repeated for each of the remaining sce-

narios. Table 5 also shows the expected response cost for each

probabilistic and deterministic scenario. It is clear that as

probability increases, expected response cost increases since

more firms actively respond.

b. Expected preventable loss

Expected preventable loss2 is calculated from four elements.

We start with the potential loss at each warning, then use the

percent of nonresponding firms, the probability of tornado

occurrence and finally the strike rate:

expected preventable loss

5 potential loss3nonresponse rate

3probability of occurrence3 strike rate: (6)

TABLE 4. Weighted average expected response cost.

Employees per firm Per firm National avg Weighted avg cost

0–10 $8,640.35 75% $6,480.26

10–100 $18,059.70 20% $3,611.94

1001 $56,764.70 5% $2,838.24

Weighted avg expected response cost $12,930.44

TABLE 5. Expected response rate, cost, and potential loss.

Probability

Response

frequency

Weighted

avg

response cost

Expected

response

cost

Potential

loss

25% 19% $12,930.44 $2,456.78 $51,721.76

50% 51% $12,930.44 $6,594.52 $25,860.88

75% 64% $12,930.44 $8,275.48 $17,240.59

100% 84% $12,930.44 $10,861.57 $12,930.44

Deterministic 80% $12,930.44 $10,344.35

TABLE 6. The 25%probabilistic warning expected preventable loss

calculation.

Threshold

probability

Proportion of

nonresponding firms

taking action

Potential

loss

Weighted avg

loss/totals

50% 0.396 $25,860.88 $10,240.21

75% 0.154 $17,240.59 $2,661.30

100% 0.45 $12,930.44 $5,814.36

Total potential loss $18,715.87

Percent of nonresponding firms 81%

Probability of severe weather

(tornado)

25%

Strike rate 0.0147

Expected preventable loss—25% probabilistic

scenario

$55.71

2 Expected preventable loss also depends on things like the in-

tensity of the tornado and the type of firm.
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1) POTENTIAL LOSS

Potential loss for each warning scenario is preventable

damage to structures, equipment, or property that may be

realized if they took passive action for that warning and a

tornado occurred. In the literature review (section 2) we

provided our approach to estimating potential loss through

Eqs. (2) and (3). Table 5 shows estimates for potential loss

calculated at each probability of a tornado occurring. Firms

that respond at lower probabilities likely have more to lose

so potential loss is higher.

2) NONRESPONSE RATE

The percent of firms that do not respond is 12 response rate.

3) PROBABILITY OF OCCURRENCE

Probability of occurrence is the probability of the tornado

occurring in each scenario and 1 2 NWS false alarm rate for

the deterministic warning scenario.

4) STRIKE RATE

Finally, we calculate the strike rate. The intuition behind

using a tornado strike rate in addition to the probability of

occurrence is simply that the warned area is large compared

to a typical tornado footprint. The average area of a de-

terministic warning is 275 square miles (H. E. Brooks 2020,

personal communication). For probabilistic warnings, the

probability refers to any point within 7.5 km in any di-

rection from the warned location (Gesell 2020). Using

7.5 km as a radius gives a warned area of 68 square miles.

To estimate the typical tornado footprint, we use data

from the Storm Prediction Center tornado archive for

years 2008–18 (SPC Archive 2020). Using the length and

width of state tornado segments from the archive, the

average footprint (length 3 width)3 is 0.34 square miles.

To account for a residual debris field that may cause

damage, we triple that calculation to an even 1 square

mile. Providing a strike rate for a deterministic warning is

(1/275) or 0.36%. For a probabilistic plume, the tornado

strike rate is (1/68) or 1.47%.

5) CALCULATION

Before we can estimate potential loss for each scenario, we

need to know what level of risk (probability of tornado oc-

currence) prompts a nonresponding firm to act. Recall

from Table 5 that at the 25% probability level, 81% of firms

fail to take active action. Of the nonresponding firms, 40%

would take active action at 50%, 15% at 75%, and the re-

maining 45% at 100% or not at all. This breakout of when

nonresponding firms would take active action allows an

estimate of their potential loss. As Table 6 illustrates, for

each threshold probability we multiply potential loss (from

Table 5) by the proportion of firms who would act at that

probability threshold. The sum of this weighted loss from

each threshold is total potential loss. This is then multi-

plied by the percent of nonresponding firms, probability of

tornado occurrence, and the strike rate to arrive at ex-

pected preventable loss.

Once the strike rate is taken into consideration, expected

preventable loss declines considerably. Even when a tornado

occurs in the warned area, the likelihood of a firm being struck

is small.

The appendix shows calculations for each of the remaining

probability levels. Notably, preventable loss trends downward

at higher levels of probability since there are fewer non-

responding firms. (Table A4 is a breakdown of where non-

responding firms at each probability level eventually do take

active action.)

The deterministic warning expected preventable loss is

slightly different from the probabilistic scenarios. In the de-

terministic warning, 20% of firms failed to take active action.

We used firm response for the probabilistic scenarios to see at

what probabilities these firms would take active action to es-

timate their valuation of potential loss. We found that 11% of

nonresponding firms took active action at the 25% probability,

11% at 50%, 22% at 75%, and the remainder at 100% or not at

all. Potential loss from these nonresponding firms is multiplied

by the chance of a tornado under a deterministic warning, the

percent of nonresponding firms, and the strike rate to estimate

Expected Preventable Loss for all businesses in the scenario.

Likelihood of a tornado occurring under a deterministic

warning is 1 2 false alarm rate. The national false alarm rate

over the last five years is 70%. Therefore, we have a 30%

chance the event occurs, and 20% of firms are not responding.

TABLE 7. Deterministic warning expected loss.

Threshold

probability

Proportion of

nonresponding firms

taking action

Potential

loss

Weighted avg

loss/totals

25% 0.108 $51,721.76 $5,591.54

50% 0.108 $25,860.88 $2,795.77

75% 0.216 $17,240.59 $3,727.69

100% 0.568 $12,930.44 $7,338.90

Total potential loss $19,543.90

Percent of nonresponding firms 20%

Probability of severe weather

(tornado)

30%

Strike rate 0.0036

Expected preventable loss—deterministic scenario $4.24

TABLE 8. Expected warning cost.

Probability

Expected

response cost

Expected

preventable loss

Expected

warning cost

25% $2,456.78 $55.71 $2,512.49

50% $6,594.52 $50.54 $6,645.06

75% $8,275.48 $38.21 $8,337.27

100% $10,861.57 $30.41 $10,891.92

Deterministic $10,344.35 $4.24 $10,348.60

3 Length is given inmiles, but width is given in yards so width was

adjusted to miles.
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Calculation for the deterministic expected loss is shown below

in Table 7.

c. Expected warning cost

The overall cost of the warning is the expected response cost

of firms who respond to the warning plus expected preventable

loss for nonresponding firms. Table 8 provides expected

warning cost for all five warning scenarios. Expected response

cost details for all warnings are in Table 5. Expected prevent-

able loss details for the 50%, 75%, and 100% probabilistic

warnings are in the appendix.

5. Results

Estimated cost avoidance is calculated as the difference

between the expected total cost for responding to a deter-

ministic system versus a probabilistic system. In the previous

section, we illustrated how we calculate components to find

expected response cost and expected loss in each scenario. In

this section, we bring those components together to provide

our estimate of the economic impact of switching to a proba-

bilistic warning regime.

Figure 5 provides a generic illustration of our process.

Expected warning cost is the sum of expected response cost

and expected preventable loss. For a deterministic warning,

the number is constant; this reflects the reality that warnings

can occur with a range of underlying hazard probabilities,

but those probabilities are unknown to the decision-maker.

However, for each probabilistic scenario, expected response

cost will vary, increasing as the probability of occurrence

and response frequency increases. The area to the left of the

lines crossing in Fig. 5 shows cost avoidance; in this region,

firms that would prefer to withhold response actions at

lower probability values do so. The area to the right of

where the lines cross shows a switch in the cost. This small

region emerges due to a higher response rate for circum-

stances where tornadoes are nearly certain to exist. The

last firms to respond are those with the lowest preventable

loss. For them, the cost of interrupting operations exceeds

the preventable loss from being hit by a tornado. Once we

FIG. 5. (Before calculation) expected warning cost.

FIG. 6. (After calculation) expected warning cost.
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have estimated cost avoidance for each level of probabil-

ity, the final question we must address is how often each

probability level is expected to occur in reality. We do

not have this information, so we assume a uniform distri-

bution where each scenario occurs 1/4 of the time. This

produces an expected tornado probability that is higher

than NWS performance suggests (62% rather than 30%).

Given that much of the savings in our calculations were

realized when firms did not take protective actions for

low probability situations, by keeping expected probabil-

ities on the high side, we are employing an assumption

that generates a more conservative estimate of economic

impact.

It should be noted that our analysis ignores the eco-

nomic value of decreased casualties. An increase in the

response rate should reduce casualties, so the area we treat

as increased cost may show savings if the value of avoided

casualties were considered. This paper, however, only

considers the direct economic cost of a firm’s decision.

Figure 6 illustrates the difference between deterministic

and probabilistic systems’ expected response cost from

our data.

Table 9 shows expected warning cost, estimated cost

avoidance, and estimated cost avoidance per scenario.

Annualized cost avoidance

With estimated cost avoidance per firm/scenario, we can

estimate annual national cost avoidance. This calculation

shows the nationwide cost avoidance that a change to a

probabilistic system may bring annually. For this, we need

the number of warnings per year and the number of af-

fected firms per year. The average number of warnings per

year is provided by the NWS (H. E. Brooks 2020, personal

communication). The number of affected firms must be

estimated. We chose to use the average area of a warning

in square miles and the number of firms per square mile in

the top 21 tornado states4 (U.S. Census Bureau 2016; SPC

Archive 2020). Table 10 shows our estimate of the number

of affected firms per year.

Estimated cost avoidance per firm (Table 9) and aver-

age affected firms per year (Table 10) are multiplied to-

gether to estimate annual nationwide cost avoidance a

change to a probabilistic system may bring. Using the

midpoint of survey cost ranges, we find that nationally,

$5.3 billion could be saved each year.

6. Sensitivity analysis

Results rely on responses from the survey regarding two

variables, the cost to respond to a tornado warning and what

actions the firm would take in the event of a tornado

warning. There is sufficient variability in answers for both

the cost and response to warrant a sensitivity analysis that

examines our final results when those responses are allowed

to change.

a. Response cost

Our estimates depend on firms’ cost to respond to a

warning. Possible answers to the cost question in our survey

were in ranges. Therefore, along with the midpoint method

used throughout the paper; a low and high point method for

average expected response cost is presented, providing a

range of estimated cost avoidance. To provide a lower

bound warning cost we took the lowest possible value for

each range including zero for the first range. Our high point

weighted average expected warning cost took the maximum

value from each range. However, since the last range had no

upper bound we again used the lower bound of $150,000.

Results are shown in Table 11.

Results provide a range of estimated cost avoidance a

probabilistic warning system could provide. Even using the low

point response cost, we see an annual estimated cost avoidance

of $2.35 billion, still a significant savings.

b. Response frequency

To determine a firm’s response to the warning, we asked

each to list up to five actions taken when under a tornado

TABLE 9. Per firm/scenario estimated cost avoidance.

Probability

Deterministic

expected

warning cost

Probabilistic

expected

warning cost

Estimated

cost

avoidance

Per

warning

cost

avoidance

25% $10,348.60 $2,512.49 $7,836.11 $1,959.03

50% $10,348.60 $6,645.06 $3,703.54 $925.89

75% $10,348.60 $8,337.27 $2,011.33 $502.83

100% $10,348.60 $10,891.92 $(543.32) $(135.83)

Total estimated cost avoidance $13,007.66

Per firm/warning estimated cost avoidance $3,251.92

TABLE 10. Warning information.

Description Value

Warnings per year 2063

Avg square miles per warning 275

Firms per square mile 2.89

Average affected firms per year 1 639 569

TABLE 11. Annual estimated cost avoidance.

Method Weighted avg response cost Estimated cost avoidance

Low $5,687 $2,344,061,597

Mid $12,930 $5,331,747,222

High $18,445 $7,605,883,798

4 To find the average number of firms per square mile, we used

theU.S. Census Business Activity report of 2016. This provided the

number of firms for each state. To determine the top tornado prone

states we used data from the Storm Prediction Center archive.

Finally, the square mileage of each state is again provided by the

U.S. Census.
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warning. These responses were placed on the behavior

ranking scale, then averaged to provide an overall re-

sponse score. If the response score exceeded 5, they were

considered an active respondent to the warning. Here we

stress the definition of an active respondent by pushing

the threshold higher. So now, to be considered an actively

responding firm, we require an average response score

exceeding 7 instead of 5. This would limit responding firms

to those that included some of the most severe actions

taken when presented with a tornado warning. Table 12

is the same as Table 11 but with 7 as the threshold for ac-

tive response. We also include the sensitivity test for

response cost.

As Table 13 shows response drops for all scenarios but drops

the most for the lowest probabilities. Yet, even stressing the

definition of an active response we continue to see significant

cost avoidance in the change from a deterministic to a proba-

bilistic tornado warning system.

Next we calculate the response rate using the maximum

response instead of the average as a threshold. The final

column of Table 13 shows the response rate that would be

estimated if we used only firms who chose 10 as one of their

response choices to that question. Using the average of

responses but changing the threshold from 5 to 7 has an

effect on response rates for all warnings that is almost

proportionate. But when we use the maximum response,

the decline in the deterministic response rate is substan-

tially less than that of its nearest peer, the 100% warning.

This increases the difference between the warning cost

of a deterministic warning and all probabilistic scenarios.

Consequently, using these response rates nationwide,

annual cost avoidance shows an increase compared to

using an average response rate of 5 as the threshold.

Per firm/warning cost avoidance are now in excess of

$4,000 and overall nationwide cost avoidance increases

from the midpoint estimate of $5.3 to over $7 billion. We

share this result, not to claim a higher cost avoidance esti-

mate, but that our original approach of using an average

score exceeding 5 as the threshold may be a reasonable

estimate.

7. Conclusions

This paper uses results from a survey administered to

DFW metro firms to estimate annual cost avoidance that a

change to a probabilistic hazard information system could

bring nationally. Results show changing the system pro-

vides positive annual estimated cost avoidance when

compared to the total response cost incurred by busi-

nesses responding to the current deterministic warning

system alone.

Results suggest estimated cost avoidance could have a

range of $2.35–$7.6 billion annually. Even using our most

conservative method, there is still an estimated cost avoid-

ance of almost $1.44 billion. Implementing the probabilistic

system should significantly reduce the cost severe weather

warnings place on the economy. These results support the

implementation of a policy to use a probabilistic system

during severe weather events.

Our results are promising in that they provide evidence

that cost avoidance should accrue from the use of proba-

bilistic information. But the study does suffer from some

limitations. First, we acknowledge that our survey is limited

to the DFW area. An appropriate follow up study would be

to survey firms in other parts of the country or attempt a full

nationwide study. In addition, DFW is within ‘‘tornado

alley,’’ where tornadoes are more common and we assume

firms are more ‘‘weather aware’’ than other parts of the

country. This might influence how firms responded to parts

of the survey. A second limitation is that response cost in

the survey is set to a range of numbers rather than a more

specific number. To address this we conducted low, mid,

and high point response cost methods to estimate a

TABLE 12. Annual estimated cost avoidance (active . 7).

Method Weighted avg response cost Estimated cost avoidance

Low $5,687 $1,441,980,461

Mid $12,930 $3,278,496,106

High $18,445 $4,676,864,708

TABLE 13. Response rate comparison.

Scenario Score . 5 Score . 7 Max

25% 19% 2% 6%

50% 51% 14% 25%

75% 64% 21% 37%

100% 84% 31% 53%

Deterministic 80% 33% 64%

TABLE A1. 50% expected preventable loss.

Threshold

probability

Proportion of

nonresponding firms

taking action

Potential

loss

Weighted avg

loss/totals

75% 0.154 $17,240.59 $4,405.93

100% 0.45 $12,930.44 $9,625.99

Total loss from firms $14,031.92

Probability of severe weather 50%

Percent of nonresponding firms 49%

Strike rate 0.0147

50% probabilistic warning preventable loss $50.54

TABLE A2. 75% expected preventable loss.

Threshold

probability

Proportion of

nonresponding firms

taking action

Potential

loss

Weighted avg

loss/totals

100% 0.45 $12,930.44 $9,625.99

Total loss from firms $9,625.99

Probability of severe weather 75%

Percent of nonresponding firms 36%

Strike rate 0.0147

75% probabilistic warning preventable loss $38.21
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range of nationwide annual cost avoidance. A possible

improvement would be a more detailed study on the actual

realized costs firms bear responding to severe weather

events. Another limitation is our stratification of re-

sponding firms. We stratified by firm size. However, an-

other approach would be to stratify by firm type or ideally

by both size and type. This could be an important deter-

minate of the potential loss portion of our estimate. For

instance, a small firm may have high value inventory they

need to protect or could lose compared to a larger firm

with lower value inventory. While we did provide firm type

as one of the survey questions, only a few of the categories

provided sufficient responses to allow for a robust de-

termination of the cost to respond (see the appendix,

Table A5). Further, our ‘‘other’’ category was the most

chosen response. A future study that could elicit suffi-

cient responding firms to capture this variability would

provide a more accurate estimate of the potential loss

firms can expect. Finally, our response rate for probabi-

listic information was from a visualization of the warning

based solely on the spatial attributes of the firm’s location

to the approaching storm. A more sophisticated study

using laboratory simulations where both space and time

could be altered may provide further insight into the role

space and time play in a firm’s decision to respond.
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APPENDIX

Tables for All Scenarios

The appendix is provided to illustrate tables for all scenarios

in addition to the examples provided in the text (see Tables

A1–A5).
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